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MAKING ROOM
OUTDOORS
Perfectly appointed outdoor
rooms take the good life outside
in the warm months
BY SUSAN KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHY: LARRY ARNAL
STYLING: EVELYN ESHUN
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IT’S ENOUGH TO GIVE anyone garden envy. An
idyllic one-acre wooded lot, complete with
rippling brook and Monet-esque pond dotted
with lily pads and reeds. Overlooking it all,
a 14-by-30-foot terrace offers ample room to
dine next to the outdoor kitchen. Oh, and
the Mississauga home is also very close to
Lake Ontario.
“It’s true I had a beautiful canvas to work
with when placing the furnishings,” says
Evelyn Eshun, principal designer at Evelyn
Eshun Design Inc., who decorated the space
with furniture. “But you can get a coveted
look no matter where you live or how big the
backyard.”
A backyard need no longer be just a backyard. Add the right hardscaping, furnishings
and accessories, and a once-humble space can
be transformed into an outdoor room that
rivals the indoor version. •

Creating activity zones is one of the most important
steps in designing a backyard, according to designer
Evelyn Eshun. Here, two inviting chaise lounges clearly
mark this corner of the terrace as a place for relaxation.
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How do you make an otherwise ordinary yard
a stunning space like this one for outdoor
living? Here’s how Eshun accomplished it:
CONSIDER THE CANVAS:
First, empty the space and take a hard look
at the hardscape. Varying textures create instant design interest, says this designer. Here,
a traditional brick wall plays against earthy
stone pavers and a weathered wood deck.
Bonus: they feel good underfoot. If your own
space is lacking, she suggests adding them,
even if it’s only some new paving stones. Do
get expert advice; beyond aesthetics, such factors as sun exposure and water runoff affect
the choice of materials.
ZONE OUT:
“Next, it’s time to create zones,” Eshun advises. “Here the wood deck naturally defines
the dining area, while paved areas are used for
the lounge areas.” Step back and look at how
you will use the space. Prioritize that which
you do the most: sit-down dinners, lounging,
barbecues, swimming. Throw rugs can instantly delineate a zone, as can strategically
placing furniture and planters.

Outdoor kitchens are
becoming a de rigueur
feature, but you can keep it
simple, says designer Evelyn
Eshun. Here the barbecue
and refrigerator are a
backdrop to the dining area,
which suits the homeowners’
lifestyle. Weathered parsons
dining table and Kabu Gray
all-weather-weave chairs:
Belmont by Casualife
Outdoor Living.
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STYLE MATTERS:
There is no need to be too slavish to one
period or style, Eshun says. In this garden,
the brick wall and floral arrangements set
a traditional English-country tone. Yet she
used an egg-shaped modern love seat that
would fit right in at a trendy spa. The shape
tucks beautifully into the curved niche and
instantly defines it as a space for private moments. As well, the massive weathered wood
dining table is informal, bordering on rustic.
It works because the Parsons-table style, is
such a timeless classic, it goes with anything,
and the wood finish is similar to the decking.
The chairs around it were chosen from a different set. “Matched sets can look rather stiff
and generic,” she says. “I prefer a coordinated
look. One that looks intentional is much more
interesting and easy to live with long term.” •
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS:
Use fire and water to enhance the mood.
People sitting in this garden are treated to
the sounds of the pond’s running water. That
element seems to have a universally soothing
effect on people. And even a very small fountain tucked in a corner can provide big effects.
No room for a fire pit? Consider adding a coffee table with an ethanol-fueled fire feature
or strategically placed torches and candles.
GO GREEN:
Even if, as in this garden, you’re surrounded by greenery on three sides, it’s
important to add some more to the outdoor
living space. For one, f lowers and shrubs
soften all the hard surfaces. They also help set
the style; as in this garden, a riot of multi-coloured perennials say “traditional scheme.”
For a contemporary look, monochromatic
is the way to go. Using white flowers only can
be the ultimate in chic, setting green plants
in series or repetitions. Designer tip: When
entertaining, take some of your houseplants
outside and use them to create table centrepieces, as seen here.

When entertaining, advises the designer, consider
supplementing the decor with plants and
decorative items from indoors. Anything that
remains outdoors, such as furniture, upholstery
and cushions, must be weather-resistant. Sectional:
Alyssa by Casualife Outdoor Living, cushions in
Sunbrella fabric, Canvas Coal.
Furniture can make a strong design statement
and be highly functional. The designer liked
the way this distinctive egg-shaped cabana
loveseat creates a sense of cozy intimacy and

COLOUR COORDINATE:
Once you’ve created zones and invested in
major furniture pieces, it’s time to have fun,
says the designer. Splashes of colour can be
added at whim and changed as styles or the
seasons change. In this garden room’s patio
sectional, the colours in the bright throw pillows reflect those in the surrounding planters.
A bright turquoise throw and side table grace
the secondary lounge area. “It’s nice to send
such subliminal messages to both yourself
and your guests,” Eshun says. •

offers shade from the sun. Sol Maya Daybed:
Casualife Outdoor Living.
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